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Course Description：

This course examines the intersections of involuntary labor, transnational 
migration and sexual exchange, which today fall under the category of 
“human trafficking.”  Despite its recent urgency (Palermo Protocol, 2000), 
historical inquiries show that commercial sexual labor has existed in the 
past in different forms, under different guises.  This course situates the 
contemporary human trafficking on a single continuum with historically 
similar practices – considered to be “indigenous” – in Asian traditions.  
While our inquiries will sample cases from various parts of Asia, 
emphasis is given to studies that deal with, and speak to, Southeast Asian 
experience of sexual exchange.  This is because Southeast Asia holds a 
double role as purveyor of massive transnational migration for sexual 
labor, as well as a site where sex trade takes place extensively.
In this course we will look at traditional forms of servitude and sexual 
exchange in cultures across East and Southeast Asia, as well as the 
contemporary transnational trade of women for the sex industry.  We will 
read historiographic and ethnographic accounts on slavery, dependency, 
bondage system, and other forms of servitude in indigenous Southeast 
Asian cultures as a necessary background to our examination of 
contemporary practices of using women for commercial sexual service.  
We will look at the social and economic conditions that gave rise to the 
sex industry in the past, such as the colonial mercantilism and military 
mobilization, including the so-called “white slave” trade that instigated 
the abolitionist movement by feminist and church groups in the early 20th 
century.  We will also consider globalization not only as the condition that 
stimulates the transnational trade in women for sexual service, but also as 
the circulation of ideas and ethical concepts such as human rights, which 
is being used to counter trafficking practices.  We will close with a 
discussion on the possibility of agency by “exploited” women, which thus 
challenges the discourse of victimhood and instead argues for sexual 
exchange as a strategy of economic advancement, even liberation from 
oppressive social norms.
This course will be conducted in seminar style, so a maximum of 15 
students will be admitted.  To reserve a spot, please send email to 
Professor Chandra <elizabeth.chandra@gmail.com>. Course requirements 
include weekly written commentaries on the assigned reading.
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Course Plan：
1 Introduction
2 Indigenous forms of servitude
3 Traditional norms of sexuality
4 Poverty and patriarchy
5 Colonial sex trade
6 Imperial maternalism
7 White slavery and abolition 
8 Wartime sex slavery
9 Sex trade in the new economy

10 "Mail-order brides"
11 Between coercion and consent
12 Between “victim” and agent
13 The problem with “rescue”
14 Trafficking law and migration
Other Conclusions
Lecturer's Comments to Students：

This course will be conducted in seminar style, so a maximum of 15 
students will be admitted.  To reserve a spot, send email to Professor 
Chandra <elizabeth.chandra@gmail.com>.
Students interested in taking the class must attend the first meeting where 
a detailed syllabus and the assigned reading for the following week will 
be distributed. Those unable to attend the first class should contact the 
instructor beforehand.
Method of Evaluation：

Final grades will be based on the weekly written commentaries (50%), 
attendance (30%) and participation in class discussion (20%).  There will 
be no final exam.
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